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Introduction {#ehf212689-sec-0004}
============

Non‐ischaemic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is characterized by systolic dysfunction and dilatation of the left ventricle (LV) in the absence of coronary artery disease or abnormal loading conditions.[^1^](#ehf212689-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Patients with DCM are at increased risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD) and may benefit from an implantable cardioverter‐defibrillator (ICD).[^2^](#ehf212689-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#ehf212689-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Prior studies have shown that ICD implantation substantially reduces mortality in patients with heart failure, and consequently, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) continues to be the main criterion to select patients for prophylactic ICD implantation.[^1^](#ehf212689-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#ehf212689-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^4^](#ehf212689-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} However, these prior data were primarily obtained in patients with ischaemic heart disease as illustrated by the DANISH trial.[^4^](#ehf212689-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Even though an updated meta‐analysis on ICD trials still showed that ICD implantation is effective, it shows that these recommendations cannot be rightfully extrapolated to those with non‐ischaemic DCM.[^4^](#ehf212689-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#ehf212689-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Over the past years, many studies described risk factors for ventricular arrhythmias in non‐ischaemic DCM. These studies uniformly reported previous sustained ventricular arrhythmias and late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) as important predictors of arrhythmic events.[^6^](#ehf212689-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Of note, the prognostic value of many other investigated clinical risk factors remains unclear. In addition, most results were obtained in observational cohorts with relatively small patient numbers and high variation in reported associations. Prior reviews summarizing the available evidence dealt with this issue by combining both arrhythmic and heart failure outcomes, which however limits their ability to draw definite conclusions about SCD prevention.[^7^](#ehf212689-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#ehf212689-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

In light of these shortcomings, we performed a meta‐analysis and systematically reviewed the studies that assessed predictors of sustained ventricular arrhythmias in DCM. We evaluated quality of evidence and summarized the reported associations using pooled analysis where appropriate. The obtained results may be of value for making management recommendations for this growing group of at‐risk DCM subjects.

Methods {#ehf212689-sec-0005}
=======

We performed a systematic search of MEDLINE and Embase in February 2018 for clinical studies on risk factors for sustained ventricular arrhythmias in patients with DCM that was updated on January 2020. In short, ischaemia detection was mandatory for diagnosis of DCM in adult patients, and because our outcome of interest is sustained ventricular arrhythmia, articles with only a composite outcome of heart failure without sub‐analysis of arrhythmic outcome were excluded (e.g. DANISH trial). A detailed description of our search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as data extraction table can be found in the Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This study was performed in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses.[^9^](#ehf212689-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Study eligibility {#ehf212689-sec-0006}
-----------------

Any original study involving an adult population with DCM as defined by the European Society of Cardiology[^1^](#ehf212689-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} that investigated an association of more than one risk factor with a predefined arrhythmic outcome was considered eligible for inclusion. Bibliographies of relevant reviews were checked for additional references. Only studies that specifically reported outcome associations for ventricular arrhythmias were included; hence, those studies with composite endpoints that included non‐arrhythmic events were not considered eligible for inclusion.

Primary outcome {#ehf212689-sec-0007}
---------------

Our primary outcome of interest was sustained ventricular arrhythmias, which was defined as spontaneous sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT), ventricular fibrillation (VF), (resuscitated) SCD, or appropriate ICD intervention for a ventricular arrhythmia. Non‐sustained VT was excluded as an outcome. Because the majority of studies exclusively reported risk estimates for combined arrhythmic outcome, we were obliged to consider all arrhythmic outcomes as equal.

Quality assessment {#ehf212689-sec-0008}
------------------

Individual study quality and risk of bias were assessed using the Quality in Prognostic Studies tool.[^10^](#ehf212689-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Study quality was assessed independently by two investigators (A. S. and E. K.); in case of disagreement, a third investigator (F. S.) also assessed study quality to reach consensus.

Statistical analysis {#ehf212689-sec-0009}
--------------------

Our analyses were divided into two components: (i) a systematic review and (ii) a meta‐analysis of studies that was amenable for pooled analyses. First, we extracted all study characteristics, risk ratios, odds ratios (ORs), hazard ratios (HRs), confidence intervals (CIs), and *P*‐values per risk factor. If HRs and CIs were not reported, authors were contacted to obtain these data. The obtained associations on risk ratios, ORs, and *P*‐values were systematically reported in a table format and summarized in the text. Second, we performed a meta‐analysis of all studies that reported HRs, provided that the risk factor in question had uniform definitions across studies. We excluded studies only reporting ORs from the meta‐analysis, as ORs can only be reliably pooled when follow‐up time is equal. Furthermore, because adjustment of HRs was performed differently in studies, only crude (i.e. unadjusted) HRs were included in the meta‐analysis.

Using the meta package in R \[version 3.5.1 R Core Team (2018)\], random‐effects meta‐analysis for the HRs were conducted.[^11^](#ehf212689-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Statistical heterogeneity between studies was assessed using the *χ* ^2^ test for homogeneity, expressed by *I* ^2^ index. *P*‐values were interpreted in a descriptive manner using a significance value of \<0.05.

Subgroup analyses were performed to assess the influence of ICD implantation. For sensitivity analyses, fixed‐effects meta‐analyses were performed, and the difference to the results of the random‐effects analysis was discussed.

Results {#ehf212689-sec-0010}
=======

Search results {#ehf212689-sec-0011}
--------------

*Figure* [*1*](#ehf212689-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows our search results and selection process. In short, our literature search yielded 1996 unique citations that were carefully screened based on title and abstract. Of these, 1793 citations were excluded as they did not report risk factors for arrhythmic outcomes in the appropriate population. The remaining 203 candidate publications received a thorough full‐text assessment, resulting in a total of 51 studies that met the inclusion criteria. After updating the search in 2020, this yielded an additional four papers totalling 55 included studies. Of the included studies, 29 reported HRs uniformly and were thus included in the meta‐analysis.

![Flowchart of search results and selection process.](EHF2-7-1430-g001){#ehf212689-fig-0001}

Study characteristics {#ehf212689-sec-0012}
---------------------

Study characteristics are provided in Suppor[ting Information, *Table S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The 55 included studies were published between 1992 and 2019 and comprised a total number of 11 451 patients with DCM of whom 76% were male and had mean age of 54 ± 7.9 years. Mean follow‐up time was 3.7 ± 2.3 years with a crude annual event rate of 4.5% \[95% CI (4.30--4.76)\]. The 28 meta‐analysed studies included a total number of 6287 patients with DCM with 73% male and a mean age of 55.0 ± 4.3 years. Mean follow‐up time of the meta‐analysed studies was 3.9 ± 2.6 years with a crude annual event rate of 4.29% \[95% CI (4.02--4.57)\].

Quality assessment {#ehf212689-sec-0013}
------------------

Using the Quality in Prognostic Studies tool, the risk of bias was evaluated in six areas in observational prognostic research: (i) study participation, (ii) study attrition, (iii) prognostic facture measurement, (iv) outcome measurement, (v) study confounding, and (vi) statistical analysis and reporting. Results are shown in *Figure* [*2*](#ehf212689-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. The highest risk of bias was introduced by study attrition, limited adjustment for confounders, and limitations in statistical analysis. Details can be found in the Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Quality assessment using Quality in Prognostic Studies tool of 51 articles included in the systematic review and meta‐analysis.](EHF2-7-1430-g002){#ehf212689-fig-0002}

Risk factors for life‐threatening arrhythmias {#ehf212689-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------

The main risk factor associations are reported by category below. All extracted data are available in the Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The pooled HRs from our meta‐analyses are summarized in *Figure* [*3*](#ehf212689-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}; the corresponding forest plots can be found in the Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Summary of meta‐analysis. Pooled hazard ratios with 95% CIs are plotted. Results are grouped in 'Demographics and History\', 'Electrophysiology\' and 'Imaging\'. For references and individual study data, see Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. CI, confidence interval; EPS, electrophysiological study; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; LVEDD, left ventricular end‐diastolic diameter; LVEDV, left ventricular end‐diastolic volume; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; LVESV, left ventricular end‐systolic volume; NYHA, New York Heart Association; OHCA, out‐of‐hospital cardiac arrest; sVT, sustained ventricular tachycardia; VT, ventricular tachycardia. For reference numbering see supplemental references](EHF2-7-1430-g003){#ehf212689-fig-0003}

History and demographics {#ehf212689-sec-0015}
------------------------

*Age* was investigated as a predictor in nine studies, of which seven were pooled in the meta‐analysis. This resulted in a small yet significant protective effect of age per 10 years increase \[pooled HR 0.82; 95% CI (0.74--1.00)\] with moderate heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 51%). The remaining three studies that were not meta‐analysed reported the same direction of effect, although this did not reach statistical significance.^S31,\ S47,\ S40^

*Male sex* was investigated as a predictor in 16 studies, of which eight were pooled in the meta‐analysis. The pooled results revealed a non‐significant higher risk of arrhythmias in men \[pooled HR 1.51; 95% CI (0.96--2.37)\] with moderate heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 57%). In two of the remaining eight studies that were not meta‐analysed, male sex was associated with an increased risk in arrhythmia.^S43^

*NYHA class* was investigated as a predictor in 10 studies. Meta‐analysis of five of these studies showed an increased arrhythmic risk for NYHA classes III/IV compared with classes I/II, but this did not reach statistical significance \[pooled HR 1.37; 95% CI (0.77--2.46)\]. The heterogeneity was significant (*I* ^2^ = 65%). Likewise, four additional studies that were not meta‐analysed did not show a significant association between NYHA class and arrhythmic risk in the long‐term.^S41,S43,S42,S44,S55^

*Hypertension* was investigated as a predictor in four studies, of which two were meta‐analysed.^S13,S23^ Both of these studies reported a significant association of hypertension with life‐threatening ventricular arrhythmias, leading to a pooled HR of 1.95 \[95% CI (1.26--3.00)\]. The two remaining studies that were not pooled did not show any significantly increased risk.^S51,S7^

*Family history of DCM* was investigated as a predictor in four studies, which were all pooled in the meta‐analysis. Pooled results did not direct towards an increased risk of arrhythmia \[HR 0.90; 95% CI (0.52--1.54)\] with moderate heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 31%).

*History of sustained ventricular arrhythmia* was investigated as a predictor in 10 studies, of which four were pooled in the meta‐analysis. All these studies revealed an association between history of sustained ventricular arrhythmia and recurrent future arrhythmias, resulting in a strong pooled HR of 4.15 \[95% CI (1.32--13.02)\]; however, significant heterogeneity was observed (*I* ^2^ = 93%). Of the six remaining studies, three showed a significantly higher arrhythmic risk (*P* ≤ 0.03), whereas the other studies did not reach statistical significance.^S9,S22,S29,S37,S47,S49^

*Syncope* was investigated as a predictor in two studies, which were not meta‐analysed due to missing HRs. None of these studies show any significant associations between syncope and arrhythmic outcome.^S44,S14^

Genetics {#ehf212689-sec-0016}
--------

Mutations in genes coding for Lamin A/C (*LMNA*), Phospholamban (*PLN*), RNA binding motif protein 20 (*RBM20*), Myosin Binding Protein C (*MYBPC3*), Myosin Heavy Chain (*MYH7*), Cardiac Troponin T (*TNNT2*), and cardiac troponin I (*TNNI3*) were studied in a previously published meta‐analysis.[^12^](#ehf212689-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Mutations in *LMNA* and *PLN* significantly led to more ventricular arrhythmias (*P* \< 0.05). Truncating mutations in Filamin C (*FLNC*) were investigated in three studies which reported frequent premature sudden death and ventricular arrhythmias (82%) in the study participants.[^13^](#ehf212689-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [^14^](#ehf212689-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Additionally, *Ser96Ala* polymorphisms in *Histidine‐Rich Calcium binding protein* were investigated by one study and were strongly associated with life‐threatening ventricular arrhythmias \[HR 9.62; 95% CI (2.18--42.39)\].^S2^

Electrophysiology {#ehf212689-sec-0017}
-----------------

*Atrial fibrillation* was investigated as a predictor in seven studies, of which three were pooled in the meta‐analysis. While all these studies reported an increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias in patients with DCM with atrial fibrillation, none of them reached statistical significance, resulting in a non‐significant pooled HR of 1.44 \[95% CI (0.77--2.70)\]. Of the four remaining studies that were not pooled, only one reported a significant association between atrial fibrillation and ventricular arrhythmias.^S41,S47,S51,S34^

*QRS duration per 10 ms increase* was investigated as a predictor in five studies of which four were meta‐analysed. Three studies directed towards an increased risk, but only two reached statistical significance leading to a non‐significant pooled HR of 1.12 \[95% CI (0.95--1.32)\] with significant heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 84%). One additional study showed no long‐term increased risk with an HR of 1.00 \[95% CI (0.98--1.02)\].^S55^

*QRS duration \> 110 ms* was investigated as a predictor in two studies which were both meta‐analysed. The pooled HRs however did not reach statistical significance and direction of effect contrasted QRS duration per 10 ms increase \[pooled HR 0.84; 95% CI (0.56--1.25)\].^S7,S25^

*Fragmented QRS (fQRS)* was defined as any QRS morphology \<120 ms with additional R waves or notching of the R or S waves in at least two contiguous leads. fQRS was investigated as a predictor in two studies, which were both meta‐analysed leading to a non‐significant association with arrhythmic events \[pooled HR 4.11; 95% CI (0.40--42.41)\].^S19,S5^

*Left bundle branch block (LBBB) on 12‐lead ECG* was investigated as a predictor in seven studies, which were all pooled in the meta‐analysis. This resulted in a non‐significant association between LBBB and ventricular arrhythmias \[pooled HR 1.05; 95% CI (0.532--2.09)\], although significant heterogeneity was observed (*I* ^2^ = 81%).

*Non‐sustained VT (nsVT)* was defined as ≥3 ventricular beats at ≥100 beats per minute either in patient\'s history or observed on 24 h Holter monitoring. nsVT was investigated as a risk factor in 14 studies, which were not pooled due to missing HRs. In the majority of these studies (*n* = 9), nsVT directed towards a significantly increased arrhythmic risk (*P* ≤ 0.05).^S29,S36,S37,S38,S41,S42,S46,S12,S51^

*Heart rate variability standard deviations of all NN intervals* (HRV SDNN) was defined as the standard deviation of intervals between normal sinus beats on Holter monitoring. While six studies investigated HRV as a predictor, none were pooled in the meta‐analysis due to the use of different cut‐off values and definitions. Three of six studies showed a significant association between HRV and arrhythmic risk, while the other three studies reported no significant association.^S21,S36,S37,S42,S44,S46^

*T‐wave alternans (TWA)* was defined as a change in T‐wave morphology that occurs in each alternant beat and measured during exercise test by spectral analysis. TWA was investigated as a predictor in six studies, of which three were pooled in the meta‐analysis. This resulted in a significant association with ventricular arrhythmias \[pooled HR 6.5; 95% CI (2.46--17.14)\]. The remaining three studies confirmed this association by reporting a significantly increased arrhythmic risk in the presence of TWA.^S33,S42,S45^

*Signal‐averaged ECG* was investigated as a predictor in three studies, which were not pooled given the inconsistent methods of measurement and variable definitions of late potentials. None of the studies showed significant association with arrhythmic events.^S29,S41,S42^

Imaging {#ehf212689-sec-0018}
-------

### Left ventricular ejection fraction {#ehf212689-sec-0019}

*Left ventricular ejection fraction per 10% decrease* was investigated as a predictor in 13 studies using both echocardiography and cMRI, of which eight were meta‐analysed. This showed a non‐significant association with ventricular arrhythmias \[pooled HR 1.30; 95% CI (0.98--1.71)\] with moderate heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 58%). When pooling LVEF that was measured solely on echocardiography, this led to a significant association with ventricular arrhythmias \[pooled HR 1.45; 95% CI (1.19--1.78)\] with little heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 0%). Additionally, seven other studies investigated LVEF per 5% or 10% decrease of which four reported a statistically significant effect directed towards increased arrhythmic risk.^S43,S42,S46,S55^

Left ventricular ejection fraction \<30% was investigated as a predictor in six studies of which three were meta‐analysed. The heterogeneity was large (*I* ^2^ = 96%), leading to a non‐significant pooled HR of 1.52 \[95% CI (0.78--2.97)\]. In contrast, the three remaining studies all described a statistically significant increased arrhythmic risk.^S41,S44,S47^

Left ventricular ejection fraction \<35% was investigated as a predictor in three studies, which were all meta‐analysed leading to a pooled HR of 2.4 \[95% CI (0.81--7.69)\].^S4,S5,S28^

### Left ventricle volumes {#ehf212689-sec-0020}

*Left ventricular end‐diastolic diameter* per mm increase on echocardiography was investigated as a predictor in four studies which were all meta‐analysed. While all studies were directed towards an increased arrhythmic risk with increasing left ventricular end‐diastolic diameter, only one reached statistical significance resulting in a non‐significant pooled HR \[HR 1.07; 95% CI (0.97--1.17)\] with significant heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 86%).

*Left ventricular end‐diastolic volume and left ventricular end‐systolic volume* per 10 mL/m^2^ increase on cMRI were assessed as a predictor in two studies, which were pooled in the meta‐analysis. Both parameters led to a small but significantly increased arrhythmic risk \[pooled HR 1.10; 95% CI (1.10--1.11) for left ventricular end‐diastolic volume per 10 mL/m^2^ and pooled HR 1.10; 95% CI (1.00--1.22) for left ventricular end‐systolic volume per 10 mL/m^2^\].

### Late gadolinium enhancement {#ehf212689-sec-0021}

The presence of LGE was investigated as a predictor in eight studies, which were all pooled in the meta‐analysis. This revealed a strong association between the presence of LGE and ventricular arrhythmias \[pooled HR 5.55; 95% CI (4.02--7.67)\]. Because definitions of localization patterns of LGE were not uniform, the association of its specific patterns with arrhythmic events could not be further evaluated.

*Late gadolinium enhancement per 5% increase in absolute LV mass* was investigated in two studies, which were both meta‐analysed. Pooled results showed a non‐significant increased risk for ventricular arrhythmias \[HR 1.61; 95% CI (0.90--2.93)\], however with a significant heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 91%). *The combined presence of LGE and QRS duration \> 120 ms* was investigated in one study and was associated with an increased arrhythmic risk \[HR 9.53; 95% CI (2.84--31.98)\].^S52^

### Other imaging parameters {#ehf212689-sec-0022}

*Global longitudinal strain (GLS)* was defined by the average maximum systolic shortening in a 16‐segment LV model. *Global longitudinal strain per 1% increase* was assessed as a predictor in two studies, which were both meta‐analysed leading to a non‐significant pooled HR of 1.21 \[95% CI (0.97--1.51)\] with high heterogeneity (*I* ^2^ = 82%).

*Other imaging parameters* on echocardiography and right heart catheterization were not associated with arrhythmic risk. One study investigated myocardial tissue damage in *single photon emission computed tomography* using a semi‐quantified myocardial severity index and reported a mild, yet significantly increased arrhythmic risk for higher severity indices \[HR 1.01; 95% CI (1.00--1.02)\].^S26^ Subjective description of segmental wall motion abnormalities on echocardiography was associated with an increased arrhythmic risk \[HR 4.1; 95% CI (1.90--9.00)\].^S39^

Miscellaneous {#ehf212689-sec-0023}
-------------

*Several blood biomarkers* such as atrial natriuretic peptide, B‐type natriuretic peptide, estimated glomerular filtration rate, norepinephrine, and potassium did not significantly affect arrhythmic risk.^S47,S31,S13,S22,S4^ One study reported that plasma creatinine per μmol/L increase was associated with increased arrhythmic risk \[HR 1.01; 95% CI (1.00--1.02)\].^S13^ Another study reported every *one standard deviation increase of growth differentiation factor 15* in blood was associated with increased arrhythmic risk \[HR 2.1; 95% CI (1.1--4.3)\].^S52^

Sensitivity analyses {#ehf212689-sec-0024}
--------------------

Because 18 out of 29 studies included ICD recipients, all analyses were repeated by excluding studies with ICD carriers. As shown in the Supporting Information, [*Data S1*](#ehf212689-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, this revealed that pooled effects remained similar for all meta‐analysed risk factors. In addition, changing our meta‐analysis strategy from random‐effects model to fixed‐effects model did not reveal any considerable differences in pooled risk estimates.

Discussion {#ehf212689-sec-0025}
==========

This study aimed to systematically review predictors of sustained ventricular arrhythmias in non‐ischaemic DCM, examine the quality of evidence, and establish potential risk factors of adverse clinical outcome. We found an annual risk of 4.5% of sustained ventricular arrhythmias, which underlines the importance of ICD implantation in this cohort. Of note, arrhythmic risk is considerably higher in younger patients with hypertension, prior (non‐)sustained ventricular arrhythmia, decreased LVEF in ultrasound, LV dilatation, the presence of LGE, and genetic mutations (*PLN*, *LMNA*, and *FLNC*). While these findings may help select appropriate candidates for ICD implantation, they must be interpreted in light of (i) the quality of evidence, (ii) clinical utility of promising risk factors, and (iii) future directives.

Quality of evidence {#ehf212689-sec-0026}
-------------------

An important limitation of prior studies is the lack of statistical power and limited adjustment for confounders. Because the number of events per variable in our included studies was often \<10 (a number generally recommended in regression analysis), statistical models had limited power for adequate confounder adjustment.[^10^](#ehf212689-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#ehf212689-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This resulted in variable risk of bias in overall studies that may in part explain the inconsistency of reported results. Furthermore, some included reports are up to 20 years old. During this period, medical treatment for heart failure has changed substantially, and event rates have changed too. In addition, diagnostic methods have evolved over the years, which may have led to more frequent diagnosis of DCM.

To compensate for power limitations, we attempted to pool results from studies that report HRs into a quantitative meta‐analysis. Our decision to only meta‐analyse studies that report HRs resulted in a lower risk of bias given their use of recommended statistical methods. However, because pooling is only appropriate in the setting of uniform definitions, the number of studies included in our meta‐analysis was unfortunately limited. Given these constraints in individual study quality, historical changes in heart failure workup, and our inability to pool all available results, we deem overall quality of evidence to be moderate, which should be taken into consideration when assessing the results of our study.

Promising risk factors {#ehf212689-sec-0027}
----------------------

For a prognostic model to be useful in daily clinical practice, its predictors must be reproducible and easy to obtain. In this light, the utility of parameters limited in standardization such as TWA and HRV remains limited, whereas conventional measurements have consistently performed better in recently published risk prediction models for hypertrophic (HCM) and arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (ACM).[^16^](#ehf212689-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#ehf212689-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Based on our findings, promising risk factors include younger age, hypertension, prior (non‐)sustained ventricular arrhythmia, decreased LVEF, LV dilatation, LGE, and presence of genetic mutations in *PLN*, *LMNA*, and *FLNC* (*Figure* [*4*](#ehf212689-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Title: Predictors of sustained ventricular arrhythmias in non‐ischaemic DCM. Caption: summarized findings of the systematic review and meta‐analysis. Abbreviations: see text. (*Figure* [*4*](#ehf212689-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} is central illustration).](EHF2-7-1430-g004){#ehf212689-fig-0004}

### History and demographics {#ehf212689-sec-0028}

Younger age was associated with ventricular arrhythmias, which is in line with literature on other cardiomyopathies and primary arrhythmia syndromes. This finding may reflect faster conduction in younger heart and lower thresholds for arrhythmia due to changes in Ca^2+^ handling.[^18^](#ehf212689-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Given the competing risks of heart failure and arrhythmic outcome, the exact influence and mechanism of young age remain up to investigation.

Male sex was not significantly predictive of arrhythmias although the results do indicate an association. This is similar to HCM but distinctly different from ACM, in which male sex was a strong predictor of arrhythmias.[^16^](#ehf212689-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#ehf212689-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} There is a growing body of literature suggesting sex differences in cardiovascular diseases and a lower incidence of SCD in women. Suggested mechanisms may be related to hormonal effects on Ca^2+^ handling, shorter QT interval in adult male patients, and differences in underlying pathology such as coronary artery disease.^18^ However, studies on direct effects of sex differences have not been conclusive, and its exact involvement in ventricular arrhythmia remains unclear.[^19^](#ehf212689-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [^20^](#ehf212689-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

In our pooled data, hypertension was significantly associated with outcome. This effect may be caused by cardiac remodelling with persistent systemic hypertension as experimental clinical studies have provided evidence for myocardial fibrosis and changes in LV function.[^21^](#ehf212689-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Whether this constitutes an opportunity for arrhythmia prevention by antihypertensive medication (i.e. risk factor modulation) remains up for investigation.

### Genetics {#ehf212689-sec-0029}

The evidence for an association between genotype and outcomes has been recently reported in a meta‐analysis.^13^ Ventricular arrhythmias in *PLN*, *LMNA*, and *FLNC* in patients with DCM are markedly higher.[^12^](#ehf212689-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#ehf212689-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Phospholamban is known for an overlap syndrome between DCM and ACM.[^22^](#ehf212689-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} It regulates the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca^2+^ ATPase (SERCA2a) pump and interplays with Na^+^/Ca^2+^ exchanger (SLC8A1 or NCX1), which is important for maintaining calcium homeostasis in cardiomyocytes.[^23^](#ehf212689-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Calcium dysregulation can elicit early/delayed after depolarizations thereby increasing arrhythmogenicity.[^24^](#ehf212689-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Lamin A/C is a nuclear envelope protein and has been association with arrhythmias in many studies.[^12^](#ehf212689-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Mutations in Lamins A and C may lead to nuclear abnormalities. Because these proteins also interact with the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix, they can affect the structural myocardial stability, which explains the detrimental effect in the heart.[^25^](#ehf212689-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Filamin C is essential for cardiomyocyte structuring, anchoring membrane proteins to the cytoskeleton, and binding several proteins in the Z‐disc of the sarcomere. Mutations in Filamin C may lead to an overlapping DCM and ACM phenotype with LV dysfunction and frequent ventricular arrhythmias.[^13^](#ehf212689-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} These association of genotype with outcome suggest a potential for individualized treatment strategies.

### Electrophysiology {#ehf212689-sec-0030}

In our meta‐analysed data, prior (non‐)sustained ventricular arrhythmias were strongly associated with future arrhythmias. It seems obvious that those with prior sustained ventricular arrhythmias (i.e. the secondary prevention population) should receive an ICD, which is incorporated as a recommendation in many guidelines.[^3^](#ehf212689-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} However, recommendations for the primary prevention population are less straightforward. Our results suggest that also prior non‐sustained VT is associated with subsequent sustained ventricular arrhythmias, which is in line with the AMIOVIRT and DEFINITE trials that solely included patients with prior non‐sustained VTs or frequent extrasystoles therefore increasing the arrhythmic burden.[^26^](#ehf212689-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#ehf212689-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} In addition, it is important to keep in mind that VTs and VF may reflect a different underlying substrate. Recently, a large study in ACM showed that prior VT did not predict subsequent VF events, which appeared to be more stochastic.[^28^](#ehf212689-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

Although currently implantation of an ICD is recommended for primary prevention in patients with DCM and LV ejection fraction \<35% and NYHA classes II‐III who have expected survival of at least 1 year, catheter ablation of VT might be a potential therapeutic approach in the future as stand‐alone therapy or as first step before implanting ICD.[^29^](#ehf212689-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Tung *et al*. showed that catheter ablation of monomorphic VTs in patients with structural heart disease (ischaemic or non‐ischaemic cardiomyopathy) resulted in 70% freedom from VT recurrence and that freedom from VT recurrence was associated with improved transplant‐free survival, independent of heart failure severity.[^30^](#ehf212689-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In a more recent study, Santoro *et al*. showed that whereas VT recurrence without clustering had no prognostic implication in patients with non‐ischaemic DCM, incidence of VT clustering (VTc) was an independent predictor of mortality. This group might be the better candidate for ICD implantation.[^31^](#ehf212689-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} TWA was strongly associated with outcome, which may reflect autonomic dysfunction. Even though it holds potential in identifying high risk patients, its clinical role has not been fully defined therefore limiting its utility in daily clinical practice.[^32^](#ehf212689-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

### Imaging {#ehf212689-sec-0031}

Non‐ischaemic DCM is defined diagnostically as either increased LV dilatation or decreased LV function (LVEF \<45%), and our pooled results showed that both LV dilatation and decreased LV function confer prognostic information.[^33^](#ehf212689-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Even though this was expected, the effect size was relatively small. To date, six trials have investigated the survival benefit of ICD therapy for primary prevention that included patients with DCM. All had an LVEF ≤35%, with an average of 24% in a recently updated meta‐analysis therefore limiting its value in patients with an LVEF higher than 35%.[^5^](#ehf212689-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [^33^](#ehf212689-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Identification of patients with high arrhythmic risk with preserved or slightly reduced LVEF therefore remains uncertain. Reduced LVEF is related to extent of fibrosis, a substrate for zig‐zag pathways and re‐entrant arrhythmias, and its relation to arrhythmia seems logical.[^34^](#ehf212689-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Cardiac magnetic resonance has the ability to perform tissue characterization by LGE reflecting presence of localized (segmental) fibrosis.[^6^](#ehf212689-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Logically, the presence of LGE is strongly associated with arrhythmia throughout different studies.[^8^](#ehf212689-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^35^](#ehf212689-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The role of newer parameters that quantify diffuse fibrosis (e.g. T1 mapping) remains to be investigated.

Prognostic model for implantable cardioverter‐defibrillator implantation in dilated cardiomyopathy {#ehf212689-sec-0032}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results obtained from this meta‐analysis may help for further model building to improve risk assessment in DCM. Because patients with DCM can experience both heart failure‐related outcomes (heart transplantation, assist device, and heart failure‐related death) as well as arrhythmic endpoints (VT, VF, and SCD), they are considered to be competing: one event hinders the occurrence of another event of interest.[^25^](#ehf212689-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Even though for prognostic research applying the subdistribution proportional hazards model is recommended, all articles solely reported HRs that can overestimate or underestimate risks. To adequately capture real clinical risks, future modelling should focus more on competing risks using methods such as the cumulative incidence competing risk or subdistribution proportional hazards.[^32^](#ehf212689-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, coming clinical decision support tools for ICD implantation in non‐ischaemic DCM should incorporate a multitude of relevant variables to better reflect real clinical practice as well as perform competing event analyses.

Conclusions {#ehf212689-sec-0033}
===========

The annual risk of life‐threatening ventricular arrhythmia in DCM is approximately 4.5% and is considerably higher in patients at younger age, patients with hypertension, prior (non‐)sustained VT, decreased LVEF, LV dilatation, presence of LGE, and pro‐arrhythmic genetic mutations (*PLN*, *LMNA*, and *FLNC*). These results may help for further prognostic model building to improve personalized risk assessment in non‐ischaemic DCM.

Perspectives {#ehf212689-sec-0034}
------------

Clinical competency in heart failure patient care and preventive medicine: SCD risk assessment in non‐ischaemic DCM can be improved using multiple tests rather than solely relying on LVEF, which is in line with the neutral results from the DANISH trial.[^4^](#ehf212689-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

Translational outlook {#ehf212689-sec-0035}
---------------------

The examples set by the HCM/ACM risk calculators should be followed to enable personalized risk assessment.[^16^](#ehf212689-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#ehf212689-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Such a model should be built by including the promising risk factors of our study but also several other suggested risk factors including sex.
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